
Failure: Why it happens 
& How to benefit from it

Greetings! Wow, I love how early y’all got here for Tim Bunce’s talk. It’s really the only way to get the good seats, amirite? So, while you’re waiting for that, how about I entertain you with 
a little discussion about Failure? 



Introductions
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I’m Hiring!

Unlike all the other cool kids here at YAPC, I cannot say this.



I’m Hiring!

Unlike all the other cool kids here at YAPC, I cannot say this.



I’m available!

But I CAN say this. So if you’re looking for some kickass upper or middle technical management and don’t mind I work from Portland, Oregon: Hey! Let’s talk!



Prologue

First, a quick prologue. With not only my mother but also two friends now currently dealing with it, I feel pretty strongly about the next slide.



#dammitcancer

Please join me in saying it: #dammitcancer. Our thoughts are with you, Genehack.



Why Failure?

* Product management -> why do products fail? Why to projects fail? 
* Research (down the rat hole? into Wonderland?): over 1100pp of reading
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Every single project is different. Every organization has different needs. What I’m about to cover are the points which are more or less generally applicable 
but, naturally, your mileage may vary.
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So when you ask me specific questions, please expect me to answer with “it depends.” On that note, there will be plenty of time for questions at the end 
of the session so please try to hold them until then.



This is one of my favorite subjects and I get impassioned when I speak about it. Some of that passion comes in the form of four letter words. I’ll try to keep it to a minimum, but 
apologies in advance if I fail in that effort. 



I mean, I’m not saying that I swear a lot. But I am saying that this man is my Patronus.



Examples of Dramatic 
Failures in Modern Times

Examples!



Example: Three Mile Island 
* March 28, 1979 
* Stuck valve 
* Ambiguous signal light 
* Lack of training



Example: Challenger shuttle 
* January 28, 1986 
* Advance warnings by many engineers 
* Faulty design in the O2 tanks 
* Managers: Only a problem in $edge_cases.  
* $edge_cases happened. 
* Shuttle exploded on liftoff



Example: Deepwater Horizon 
* April 20, 2010 
* Incorrectly followed cementing procedure -> (ergo) Escaping gas 
* Welding nearby 
* Windless day 
* Killed 11, injured 16 more, led to one of largest environmental disasters our country’s ever seen



One of the many things that these failures have in common is that they occurred in complex systems. But, really, everything is a complex system. Try listing all of the variables in 
something as simple as making chocolate chip cookies & you’ll see what I mean. Complexity is all around us. And so is failure.



Lies, damned lies, and 
statistics

Here, let me show you…



These are business-focused but from my research are fairly indicative of projects in general.



Statistics: 
* 10% of all American companies disappear each year



Statistics: 
* Failure rate among new businesses may be over 90%



Statistics: 
* Within 5 years of launch, 80% of businesses will fail.  
* Within another 5 years, another 80% of the initial survivors will fail



Those are only a few examples, yet even those few show how prevalent failure is. It’s absolutely everywhere, making it one of our most abundant natural resources.



If it’s so abundant, we should really make better use of it. We need to embrace the incredible learning potential of failure.



We all fail. It's a fact of existence. 
Every failure provides data we can use to prevent or minimize the next one.



Failure is an effective teacher



Teaches you what doesn't work.



When you’re out on the frontier it provides invaluable information which allows you to keep pushing further into the unknown.



One thing we all need to remember is that while experience is automatic, learning is not.



Therefore we must all always be on the lookout for failures.



"Make sure you know when 
you've failed or you will never 

learn" 
Tim Harford, Adapt: Why Success Always Starts With Failure

Make sure you know when you’ve failed or you will never learn. 
Tim Harford in ‘Adapt’



If you do it correctly, failure provides relatively cheap data from which you can learn.



Not learning from that data can be a deadly mistake



However, despite that, most failures go unreported.



Costs of unreported failures 
* money 
* time 
* effort 
* morale 
* goodwill



Considering the high costs involved, as well as their teaching potential, locating failures should be as well rewarded as locating successes.



* No amount of money or time will materialize a success rabbit out of a failure hat. Constant vigilance for and reporting of failures enables you to fail early before those costs start 
racking up.



* Failing early means you can kill an undertaking before it becomes a zombie project, shambling along eating the brains and goodwill of all who encounter it.



Vigilance and reporting of errors also allows you the opportunity to use trial and error, rather than simply being stuck in “error.”



Accepting trial and error means accepting error



You don't always have to get it right the first time, but you do have to know what went wrong 



Once we accept that failure happens, it enables us to have more than just a Plan A



Including having an exit strategy



It’s useful to remember that failure is a vital part of evolution



Evolution itself is a constant series of "works for now" solutions



Just as solutions evolve, so do problems.



"Stay the course" == lack of adaptability. The problem evolves but the solution does not. In nature (and many other things) that leads to failure.



OK, by now you’ve got the point that failure can be a valuable thing. So now let’s talk about some causes of failure. There are many, obviously, but they more or less fall into two 
categories



The first category: Culture



In a culture hostile to failure…



Mistakes are hidden rather than face wrath of peers…



And people avoid association with failure rather than accept responsibility.



They therefore become overly cautious and risk averse.



Underperformance is not reported. As you’d expect, this can be costly.



Initial failure can be bad but the steps taken to cover it usually are worse. For example:



A gambler, to cover a bad bet: Just one more bet loop which leads nowhere good.



Payday loans are another example of where the steps to cover one failure can be worse than the initial failure itself.



It’s no surprise to any of us that humans don’t like to fail.



^m
ˆm

The urge to point fingers is strong: We really like handing out blame.



But no one likes to be at the receiving end of it.



People fear failure/blame so they avoid asking the questions which might reveal it



To avoid blame, people remain silent and many failures go unreported. As I mentioned earlier, this never ends well.



The second category of cause: Cognitive Biases



Our brains have a lot of old behaviors which evolved when we were living in the trees and running from predators. Back then we called these things “Reasonable.” In these modern & 
more enlightened times, we call them cognitive biases.



For a good time:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_biases_in_judgement_and_decision_making

Psychologists have cataloged a large number of these but there are a few which seem to come up more frequently than others in failure situations. I’ll summarize these greatest hits, but 
this wikipedia link is a great place to learn more about all of the currently-catalogued cognitive biases.



Normalization of deviance 
* X error has happened before without everything crashing... 
* ‘Check engine’ light on your car



Outcome bias 
* If the end result was a success then the entire process must've been successful, but this is almost never the case.



Survival bias 
* Only learning from "good" examples



Illusion of control 
* Believe have control of all factors 
* Leads to inability to separate chance from skill 

So now that we can hopefully recognize some causes of failure, let’s start talking about how we can work around these things to prevent/minimize/learn from failing. Starting with an old 
dead Russian dude.



* Peter Palchinsky! Russian engineer in early 1900s. Government asked him to improve conditions at a mine in Siberia. Cheeky bastard told the Russian government what they NEEDED 
to hear, not what they WANTED to hear, and eventually was “disappeared for it.” 
* Cognitive biases hadn’t been labeled then, but he still intuitively understood them. 
* Came up with a list of three simple principles which would help avoid cognitive biases and reduce the chance or impact of failure



Palchinsky Principles

• Seek out and try new things 

• When trying something new, make it survivable 

• Seek out feedback and learn from it

* Seek out and try new things 
* When trying something new, make it survivable 
* Seek out feedback and learn from it 
In essence, this Russian engineer invented iterative development. Now, how do we solve this failure problem?



Solution #1: Shift the culture



One way to do that is to reduce the stigma of failure



Let people know it’s OK to make mistakes



Don’t punish people for making mistakes. Punish only in cases of gross negligence or repeated incompetence.



This TOLERANCE enables analysis which itself enables learning.



Reward thoughtful reflection and introspection into a project.



We need to discourage analysis-free blame.



Statistic: Asked a lot of CEOs about blameworthiness. 
* Actual blameworthy failures: 2-5% 
* Percent treated as blameworthy: 90%



When looking into the cause and effect of a failure, we need to remember that the “what” is much more important than the “who”



Fix the problem, not the symptom



Need to learn beyond the superficial. Don’t just scrape the topsoil. Keep digging.



There are many methods for doing this, but a simple but effective one is known as the Five Whys. Keep asking “why” until you get to the root of it.



Cultural changes are incredibly hard. They’re more likely to be even moderately successful if you get support at the highest level. Without this support, cultural change is unlikely to have 
the effect you wish.



Questioning the status quo requires the support of senior leadership, or else you’ll end up like our poor pal Peter Palchinsky. 
Getting support from the top gains you…



Leading by example…



Shelter from persecution…



Celebration rather than blame… 



And rewarding “fail early, fail often,” which prevents failures from reaching epic levels.



To gain support from the top, you may need to hit them on the bottom line



For good or ill, money turns managerial heads 



Loss report, ROI report



Culture change through churn and hiring. 
Hire people not afraid to try and fail. 
Effective but can be dangerous: group think and lack of diversity.



Solution for culture change: Encourage and reward people for reporting problems



In cases of potential failure, silence is NOT golden



You can only answer the questions of which you have knowledge. Question. Explore. Don’t assume.



Freedom of Information Act

Change incentives to get people to share information freely 
(Act of July 4, 1966: Freedom of Information Act)



Solution: stop making mountains out of molehills. 
Treating small failures as big deals misunderstands how complex systems work.



However, small problems can’t be ignored. They become large ones. So find and deal with these little buggers early on.



While finding problems after the fact is good, finding them before is even better



Post-mortem on ALL projects, not just failures: Minimize survivor bias.



Study auto industry, should study ALL, not just the big three



Early on, there were ~2000 firms in the auto industry. Now most of us are only aware of a small handful.



Can learn a lot from those failures



A famous example of minimizing survivor bias: If you only see where the bullet holes are in your returning fighter planes, you’ll never see the bullet holes which matter: the ones which 
actually brought down planes.



Gets you the whole picture rather than half of it



If you post mortem even the successes, you can see the near misses. (yes, the bird lived)



A near miss, while it may look like a success at the outcome, is also a near fail



Near misses are failure waiting to happen: LATENT ERROR



Near misses also contribute to normalization of deviance. You stop seeing what’s really right in front of you.



There are multiple near misses before every disaster and business crisis. Typically they’re ignored at the time they occur.



If you postmortem only the failures, you’ll miss these latent errors and have a disaster waiting to happen.



As I already mentioned, organizational disasters rarely have only one cause.



Latent error (near miss) + enabling condition == things don’t work as planned



Near miss == latent error without the enabling condition



Add in the enabling condition and we all know what you get.



Enabling conditions == out of your hands: ILLUSION OF CONTROL 
Focus on the latent errors instead



Solution: In high-risk situations (for situationally-specific definitions of of “risk”), process-driven decisions are better than outcome-driven.



Minimizes effect of enabling conditions if you’re driven by process



It helps you identify the qualities that separate successes and failures



They say you can’t compare apples to oranges...but if you don’t set them down next to each other at least once, how can you be sure they’re not different things?



Solution: Don’t allow assumptions to become truths. Document and SHARE all of your assumptions in advance



Undocumented assumptions are mentally converted into facts. Document. Revisit. Reassess.



An oft-overlooked assumption is the CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS.



While some people may think the criteria for success are obvious, if you don’t call it out explicitly you may lose sight of it by the end of the project.



Use simple and familiar tools to report and track failure conditions when they occur



Issue-tracking system: Failure Tracker



Solution: Correct & Communicate



Communicate not just the what but also the why. This fosters true learning rather than cargo culting.



Make the failure tracker open to all



Organizational silos disperse responsibility and information, leading to an increase in latent errors and unreported failures.



Reports cannot go into a black hole



Create teams and a process to review and analyze regularly



These failure analysis teams should be interdisciplinary. Bring in people from different teams & departments.



Diverse teams question assumptions 



Diverse teams ask dumb^H^H^H^Hsmart questions



These questions can lead to preventing or killing zombie projects



When this team is doing its analysis, it should get to the actual root cause. Don’t fall prey to fundamental attribution error.



Find and fix the problem, not the symptom



Determine the potential risk of operational deviations from the norm.



Make informed decisions rather than suffer from normalization of deviance.



During every project, have built-in checkpoints for re-evaluating assumptions and goals



Check your assumptions: are they still valid?



Review criteria for success to see whether you’re on track



Analyze failures and salvage the bits which work



Fund only to the next checkpoint. This is a great go/no-go opportunity as well as a great motivator.



tl;dr

Recap:



Failure is inevitable.



Failure is a great teacher



There are many cultural and psychological reasons for failure



Failure can be prevented through cultural change joined with smart processes



Learn to love failure and you'll suffer from an over-abundance of success



Resources



https://www.zotero.org/
groups/failure

Bibliography 
> 1120pp of research 
> 120pp of notes



http://disastercast.co.uk/

Drew Ray, safety engineer. 
Love this podcast & like boosting its signal.
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Questions?


